Sui - a real Asian beauty
Lee - the main character, can be not Asian
Boss - anti-hero
Lightning - young Lee’s assistant, a master in judo, can be not Asian(female)
Thunder - young Lee’s assistant, a master in judo, can be not Asian(male)
Boss’s bodyguard - 3 jocks in suits, the third bodyguard can be a woman
Two locations:
1. Steet. In the rain.
2. Boiler room.
Boss is surrounded by his bodyguards, bodyguard 1 (B1) with a suitcase. Bodyguard 2 (B2)
with a machine gun. Bodyguard 3 (B3) stands besides the Boss. Lee together with his
assistants (Lightning and Thunder) are standing in front of them. They have a package or
box of cocaine. Bodyguards examine them and take away weapons. Lee gives weapons
obediently, his assistants discontentedly. The situation is getting stressful. Lee gives the
package or box of cocaine to B2.

3. Boss becks to a bodyguard to make him check the product. B2 cuts the package and
takes out a little of cocaine using a knife and tastes it. Everyone looks at him. B2 nods that
the product is good.

5. Thunder reaches hands out for the suitcase, he wants to take it away. Bodyguards tense
up and at that very moment take out weapons.

6. Sui puts her hand onto Boss’s shoulder.

7. Show Sui closer and the fact that she can comfort Boss and relieve the situation in one
movement.

8. Lee looked at Sui dumbfounded.

9. Lee with the same expression, younger than now, he is standing in the rain. The parallel
plot, prehistory.

10. Prehistory: Lee and Sui were young and in love. Several frames about the love story.

11. Sui, who is in love with Lee is walking after the date with him, she is noticed by the Boss
from his car.

12. The car is approaching, the door opens in front of Sui. Boss offers to sit inside. Sui sits in
the car obediently - she knows who is this and she can’t disobey. Sui and Boss are talking in
the backseat of the car. She is disappointed, sad, but tries to keep her emotions inside,
pretending be obedient.

13. The car drives away, Sui is standing in the street absolutely disappointed.

14. It is raining. Sui and Lee are talking, Sui tells him that Boss takes her away and she has
to be obedient. Lee is angry and powerless.

15. Street. It is raining. Sui hugs Lee to say “Goodbye ”, looks into his eyes. Sui walks to the
Boss’s car, the door is opened. Bodyguard is holding the door, another one is standing from
the other side of the door. Sui sits in the backseat of the car. Lee is watching her in the rain
(as in frame 9, can be closer, to make it different).

16. Back to the parallel plot in the boiler room. Sui hugs the Boss and looks at Lee.

17. Sui takes out a fan.

18. She comes up to B2, she is flirting with him, she understands everyone is watching them
but she is doing this on purpose.

19. She hugs B2, flirting with B1 at the same time.

20. She touches the machine gun, still flirting, takes it away, points it on B1 and pulls the
trigger.

21. B1 falls to the floor. The Boss is shouting. B2 hits Sui with the machine gun, she falls
unconscious. B3 catches the B1’s body and takes away the suitcase.

22. B2 starts fighting with Thunder. B3 starts fighting with Lightning.

23. Boss is shouting, Lee goes at him.

24. Other Boss’s bodyguards are running through the corridor - a group of people wearing
suits and holding weapons (can take a photo of one bodyguard and make a collage).

25. B3 gets Lightning on the ground, hits her, tears her clothes. Thunder hits B2 to take
away his weapon. Lee has a close combat with the Boss on the floor. Thunder hits B2 one
more time, this blow makes him fall onto B3, both are lying on the ground. Lightning and
Thunder side to side attack B2 and B3. Boss overcomes Lee. Thunder and Lightning take
out B2 and B3. They catch the boss from two sides, pull him aside from Lee. Lee rises, takes
B2’s weapon, points it on boss and shoots him pointblank.

26. In the background a group of Boss’s bodyguards is approaching. Thunder and Lightning
take the suitcase, Lee picks up Sui from the floor, they are running. Several frames of a
chase. They run out of the boiler room, there is boss’s car near the entrance of the boiler
room. Thunder and Lightning sit in the front seat, Lee and Sui sit in the backseat. The car
drives away.

27. In the backseat. Sui regains consciousness. They look at each other. They kiss.

